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From: Cicirelli, Jon
Sent: Thursday, January 9, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Rufino, Neil <Neil.Rufino@sanjoseca.gov>; Burnham, Nicolle <nicolle.burnham@sanjoseca.gov>
Cc: Mendez, Zacharias <Zacharias.Mendez@sanjoseca.gov>
Subject: RE: Potential Google-related Civic Facilities Priorities
 
I know we’re still in a lot of conceptual-phase work, but I’m wondering if certain amenities make
sense for a community center so near the googlers.  We’ve talked about the idea of Google working
with us to make it a tech hub for learning and teaching our youth (maybe even adult classes in the
evenings), and so on.  I’m also curious if Google would have certain amenities (on their campus) like
a basketball court, swimming pool, gym, preschool/daycare etc. that might serve their workforce.  If
not, we may want to think about that: for example, if we think daycare/preschool/summer camps
would be used by  both the neighborhood and the people working at Google, should  we consider
more space for those activities (or pool, gym, etc) than we might normally design. 
 
Sincerely,
Jon Cicirelli |  
Director of Parks, Recreation and Neighborhood Services
Office of the Director | 408.793.5553
200 E. Santa Clara St., T-9, San José, CA   95113
Building Community Through Fun
Website | Twitter | Facebook
 

From: Rufino, Neil 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2020 2:47 PM
To: Cicirelli, Jon <Jon.Cicirelli@sanjoseca.gov>
Subject: FW: Potential Google-related Civic Facilities Priorities
 
 
 
In Community Spirit,
 
Neil Rufino | City of San José Deputy Director
Parks, Recreation and Neighborhood Services
City Hall | P. 408-535-3576

200 E. Santa Clara St. 9th Floor, San Jose, CA 95113
Building Community Through Fun
Website | Twitter | Facebook
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From: Walesh, Kim <Kim.Walesh@sanjoseca.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2020 2:44 PM
To: Rufino, Neil <Neil.Rufino@sanjoseca.gov>; Bourne, Jill <jill.bourne@sjlibrary.org>; Adams-
Hapner, Kerry <Kerry.Adams-Hapner@sanjoseca.gov>; Rios, Angel <Angel.Rios@sanjoseca.gov>;
Ruster, Jeff <Jeff.Ruster@sanjoseca.gov>
Cc: Klein, Nanci <Nanci.Klein@sanjoseca.gov>; Severino, Lori <Lori.Severino@sanjoseca.gov>;
Chaparro, Isela <Isela.Chaparro@sanjoseca.gov>; Burnham, Nicolle
<nicolle.burnham@sanjoseca.gov>
Subject: Potential Google-related Civic Facilities Priorities
 
I’ve asked Isela to set a time when we can meet to share ideas about our “public facilities” needs and
wants for Google/Diridon.
 

I’d like PRNS to share their vision for Google providing a community center in a south Diridon
location as part of meeting their PDO/PIO requirement.

 
I’d like Jill to share her idea of a Multi-Use Space in the ‘urban heart’ of central Diridon that
could be programmed by the Library for activities related to education, training, learning +
book pick-up/drop-off.  (this would be an optional ‘community benefits’ idea that could be
prioritized)

 
I’d like Kerry/Michael to share any wants they have for public cultural spaces.  (this would be
an optional ‘community benefits’ idea that could be prioritized).

 
I’d like Jeff to share any  wants related to workforce development and local hiring.  (this would
be an optional ‘community benefits’ idea that could be prioritized).

 
The goal would be to sort through the ideas, see if they are complementary or overlapping, and see
if we can get to a ‘one-voice’ priority list for public facilities.
 
Please help us calendar this interesting and important conversation—I see Sr./Exec staff as the key
participants, but feel free to invite any other staff to participate.

I’m going to start by seeing if we can make Tuesday, January 21 sometime between 2:30 and 4:00
work.
 
Kim
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